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Blood and Guts: A Short History of Medicine - Roy Porter 2004-06-17
A brief but engaging history of medicine covers the field in lively fashion,
from ancient Indian healing practices that combined diet and meditation
to modern pharmaceuticals such as Viagra. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
Autism Imaging and Devices - Manuel F. Casanova 2017-01-06
This book covers state-of-the-art medical image analysis approaches
currently pursued in autism research. Chapters cover recent advances in
diagnosis using structural neuroimaging. All aspects of imaging are
included, such as electrophysiology (EEG, ERP, QEEG, and MEG),
postmortem techniques, and advantages and difficulties of
depositing/acquiring images in larger databases. The book incorporates
2D, 3D, and 4D imaging and advances scientific research within the
broad field of autism imaging.
Photomedicine and Stem Cells - Heidi Abrahamse 2017-12-20
Janus, the ancient Roman god depicted with two faces is an appropriate
metaphor for light therapy. In the right photodynamic therapy
conditions, light is able to kill nearly anything that is living such as
cancers, microorganisms, parasites, and more. On the opposite face,
light of the correct wavelength and proper dose (photobiomodulation)
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can heal, regenerate, protect, revitalize and restore any kind of dead,
damaged, stressed, dying, degenerating cells, tissue, or organ system.
This book discusses both sides of Janus' face in regards to light therapy.
The Official Dictionary of Unofficial English - Grant Barrett
2010-06-14
The words come from different countries where English is spoken, such
as the United States, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong, South Africa, and
others The author's website has received more than 1.2 million hits since
its launch in 2004, and he is frequently interviewed about language in
publications such as the New York Times
Hunter: The Vigil Spirit Slayers - Ethan Skemp 2008
Hunting Under the Full Moon The night is full of beasts - beasts that
walk as men and women, that prey on those who stray from the herd,
that hunger for blood and flesh when the moon rises. We will not be the
sheep to these wolves. We will hunt the wolves ourselves. A Chronicle
Book for Hunter: The Vigil[[ o A Hunter's look at shapeshifters: those
who form lunatic tribes, those who steal their power from the Devil or
from animal skins, those who become infected or cursed. This book also
looks at spirits from a hunter's perspective. o Three new compacts and
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one new conspiracy: the confederation of spirit cults known as Les
Mystres. o New tools in the hunter's arsenal for hunting shapeshifters
and spirits, and rules provided to create both powerful hunter
protagonists and frightening werewolf antagonists. o Hunting Ground:
Philadelphia takes a look at the hunter-werewolf struggle that has been
going on in the City of Brotherly Love since the Revolutionary War.
NoSQL with MongoDB in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself - Brad Dayley
2014-08-21
NoSQL database usage is growing at a stunning 50% per year, as
organizations discover NoSQL's potential to address even the most
challenging Big Data and real-time database problems. Every NoSQL
database is different, but one is the most popular by far: MongoDB. Now,
in just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn how to leverage
MongoDB's immense power. Each short, easy lesson builds on all that's
come before, teaching NoSQL concepts and MongoDB techniques from
the ground up. Sams Teach Yourself NoSQL with MongoDB in 24 Hours
covers all this, and much more: Learning how NoSQL is different, when
to use it, and when to use traditional RDBMSes instead Designing and
implementing MongoDB databases of diverse types and sizes Storing and
interacting with data via Java, PHP, Python, and Node.js/Mongoose
Choosing the right NoSQL distribution model for your application
Installing and configuring MongoDB Designing MongoDB data models,
including collections, indexes, and GridFS Balancing consistency,
performance, and durability Leveraging the immense power of MapReduce Administering, monitoring, securing, backing up, and repairing
MongoDB databases Mastering advanced techniques such as sharding
and replication Optimizing performance
The Distance Between Lost and Found - Kathryn Holmes 2015-02-17
Blending elements of Laurie Halse Anderson’s Speak and Gary Paulsen’s
Hatchet, this gripping story from Kathryn Holmes was deemed “a page
turner” by author Richard Peck and “an intense story of survival” by ALA
Booklist in its starred review. Sophomore Hallie Calhoun has just
endured the most excruciating six months of her life. Once the rumors
about her and the preacher’s son, Luke, made their way around school,
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her friends abandoned her, and as a result, Hallie has completely
withdrawn. Now on a hiking trip in the Smoky Mountains with the same
people who have relentlessly taunted her, Hallie is pushed to her limit.
Then Hallie, outgoing newcomer Rachel, and Jonah—Hallie’s former
friend—get separated from the rest of the group. As days go by without
rescue, their struggle for survival turns deadly. Stranded in the
wilderness, the three have no choice but to trust one another in order to
stay alive…and for Hallie, that means opening up about what really
happened that night with Luke. From the catty atmosphere of high
school to the unpredictable terrain of the mountains, this novel is a
poignant, raw journey about finding yourself after having been lost for so
long.
Run in the Light - John Mitrofanis 2019-08-05
Parkinson's disease is a neurological disorder with cardinal motor signs
of resting tremor, bradykinesia and lead-pipe rigidity. In addition, many
patients display non-motor symptoms, including a diminished sensation
of smell, gastrointestinal problems, various disorders of sleep and some
cognitive impairment. These clinical features - particularly the motor
signs - manifest after a progressive death of many dopaminergic
neurones in the brain. Although currently available, conventional
therapies can reduce the signs of the disease, the progression of this
neuronal death has proved difficult to slow or stop, and the condition is
relentlessly progressive. Hence, there is a real need to develop a
treatment that is neuroprotective, one that slows the pathology of the
disease effectively. At present, there are several neuroprotective
therapies in the experimental pipeline, but these are for the patients of
tomorrow. This book focuses on two therapies that are readily available
for the patients of today. They involve the use of exercise and light (i.e.
photobiomodulation, the use of red to infrared light therapy
(λ=600-1070nm) on body tissues). The two therapies are tied together in
several ways. First, in animal models of Parkinson's disease, they each
have been shown to offer the key feature of neuroprotection, stimulating
a series of built-in protective mechanisms within the neurones, that helps
their survival, to self-protect and/or self-repair. There are also some
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promising indications of neuroprotection and many beneficial outcomes
in parkinsonian patients. Further, both exercise and light therapies are
similar in that they are non-invasive and safe to use, with no known
adverse side-effects, making their combination with the conventional
therapies, such as dopamine replacement drug therapy and deep brain
stimulation, all the more feasible. Given the heterogeneity of Parkinson's
disease in humans, tackling the condition from a range of different
angles - with a number of different therapies - would only serve to
enhance the positive outcomes. This book considers the use of exercise
and light therapies, proposing that they have the potential to make a
powerful "dynamic duo", offering a most effective neuroprotective
treatment option to patients.
Isma'ili Modern - Jonah Steinberg 2011
The Isma'ili Muslims, a major sect of Shi'i Islam, form a community that
is intriguing in its deterritorialized social organization. Informed by the
richness of Isma'ili history, theories of transnationalism and
globalization, and firsthand ethnographic f
Host Manipulation by Parasites - David P. Hughes 2012-06-07
Parasites that manipulate the behaviour of their hosts represent striking
examples of adaptation by natural selection. This text provides an
authoritative review of host manipulation by parasites that assesses
developments in the field and lays out a framework for future research.
Selenidad - Deborah Paredez 2009-07-22
An outpouring of memorial tributes and public expressions of grief
followed the death of the Tejana recording artist Selena Quintanilla
Pérez in 1995. The Latina superstar was remembered and mourned in
documentaries, magazines, websites, monuments, biographies, murals,
look-alike contests, musicals, drag shows, and more. Deborah Paredez
explores the significance and broader meanings of this posthumous
celebration of Selena, which she labels “Selenidad.” She considers the
performer’s career and emergence as an icon within the political and
cultural transformations in the United States during the 1990s, a decade
that witnessed a “Latin explosion” in culture and commerce alongside a
resurgence of anti-immigrant discourse and policy. Paredez argues that
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Selena’s death galvanized Latina/o efforts to publicly mourn collective
tragedies (such as the murders of young women along the U.S.-Mexico
border) and to envision a brighter future. At the same time, reactions to
the star’s death catalyzed political jockeying for the Latino vote and
corporate attempts to corner the Latino market. Foregrounding the role
of performance in the politics of remembering, Paredez unravels the
cultural, political, and economic dynamics at work in specific
commemorations of Selena. She analyzes Selena’s final concert, the
controversy surrounding the memorial erected in the star’s hometown of
Corpus Christi, and the political climate that served as the backdrop to
the touring musicals Selena Forever and Selena: A Musical Celebration
of Life. Paredez considers what “becoming” Selena meant to the young
Latinas who auditioned for the biopic Selena, released in 1997, and she
surveys a range of Latina/o queer engagements with Selena, including
Latina lesbian readings of the star’s death scene and queer Selena drag.
Selenidad is a provocative exploration of how commemorations of Selena
reflected and changed Latinidad.
Illegal Encounters - Deborah A. Boehm 2019-02-19
The impact of the U.S. immigration and legal systems on children and
youth In the United States, millions of children are undocumented
migrants or have family members who came to the country without
authorization. The unique challenges with which these children and
youth must cope demand special attention. Illegal Encounters considers
illegality, deportability, and deportation in the lives of young
people—those who migrate as well as those who are affected by the
migration of others. A primary focus of the volume is to understand how
children and youth encounter, move through, or are outside of a range of
legal processes, including border enforcement, immigration detention,
federal custody, courts, and state processes of categorization. Even if
young people do not directly interact with state immigration
systems—because they are U.S. citizens or have avoided detention—they
are nonetheless deeply affected by the reach of the government in its
many forms. Contributors privilege the voices and everyday experiences
of immigrant children and youth themselves. By combining different
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perspectives from advocates, service providers, attorneys, researchers,
and young immigrants, the volume presents rich accounts that can
contribute to informed debates and policy reforms. Illegal Encounters
sheds light on the unique ways in which policies, laws, and legal
categories shape so much of daily life for young immigrants. The book
makes visible the burdens, hopes, and potential of a population of young
people and their families who have been largely hidden from public view
and are currently under siege, following their movement through
complicated immigration systems and institutions in the United States.
Fugitive Pieces. [In verse. By F. Greensted. Second edition.] - 1800

serving as a “one-stop-shopping synopsis of everything to do with the
neuropathology of drugs of addiction and substance misuse Includes in
each chapter: list of abbreviations, abstract, introduction, applications to
other addictions and substance misuse, mini-dictionary of terms,
summary points, 6+ figures and tables, and full references Offers
coverage of preclinical, clinical, and population studies, from the cell to
whole organs, and from the genome to whole body
The Rag Doll Plagues - Alejandro Morales 1992-01-01
A mysterious plague is decimating the population of colonial Mexico. One
of His MajestyÍs highest physicians is dispatched from Spain to bring the
latest advances in medical science to the backward peoples of the New
World capital. Here begins the cyclical tale of man battling the unknown,
of science confronting the eternally indifferent forces of nature. Morales
takes us on a trip through ancient and future civilizations, through exotic
but all-too-familiar cultures, to a final confrontation with our own ethics
and world views. In later chapters, the colonial physician finds his
successors as they once again engage in life or death struggles,
attempting to balance their own hopes, desires and loves with the good
society and the state. Book II of the novel takes place in modern-day
southern California, and Book III in a futuristic technocratic
confederation known as Lamex. In the tradition of Latin American born
novelist, Alejandro Morales is one of the finest representatives of magic
realism in the English language. In The Rag Doll Plagues, Morales
creates a many layered fictional world, taking us on an entertaining and
thought-provoking safari thorough lands, times, peoples and ideas never
before encountered or presented in this manner. But ultimately, this
valuable trip leads to a reacquaintance with our own society and its
moral vision.
Diccionario Inglés de la Universidad de Chicago - University of Chicago
2002
Incorporating new words and meanings from both languages, the fifth
edition of this well-received Spanish dictionary offers speakers of both
Spanish and English a valuable bilingual resource for navigating these
languages. (Reference)

Neuropathology of Drug Addictions and Substance Misuse Volume 2 Victor R. Preedy 2016-03-25
Neuropathology of Drug Addictions and Substance Misuse, Volume 2:
Stimulants, Club and Dissociative Drugs, Hallucinogens, Steroids,
Inhalants and International Aspects is the second of three volumes in this
informative series and offers a comprehensive examination of the
adverse consequences of the most common drugs of abuse. Each volume
serves to update the reader’s knowledge on the broader field of addiction
as well as to deepen understanding of specific addictive substances.
Volume 2 addresses stimulants, club and dissociative drugs,
hallucinogens, and inhalants and solvents. Each section provides data on
the general, molecular and cellular, and structural and functional
neurological aspects of a given substance, with a focus on the adverse
consequences of addictions. Research shows that the neuropathological
features of one addiction are often applicable to those of others, and
understanding these commonalties provides a platform for studying
specific addictions in more depth and may ultimately lead researchers
toward new modes of understanding, causation, prevention, and
treatment. However, marshalling data on the complex relationships
between addictions is difficult due to the myriad material and
substances. Offers a modern approach to understanding the pathology of
substances of abuse, offering an evidence-based ethos for understanding
the neurology of addictions Fills an existing gap in the literature by
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Indianthusiasm - Hartmut Lutz 2020-01-07
Indianthusiasm refers to the European fascination with, and fantasies
about, Indigenous peoples of North America, and has its roots in
nineteenth-century German colonial imagination. Often manifested in
romanticized representations of the past, Indianthusiasm has developed
into a veritable industry in Germany and other European nations: there
are Western and so-called “Indian” theme parks and a German hobbyist
scene that attract people of all social backgrounds and ages to join
camps and clubs that practise beading, powwow dancing, and Indigenous
lifestyles. Containing interviews with twelve Indigenous authors, artists,
and scholars who comment on the German fascination with North
American Indigenous Peoples, Indianthusiasm is the first collection to
present Indigenous critiques and assessments of this phenomenon. The
volume connects two disciplines and strands of scholarship: German
Studies and Indigenous Studies, focusing on how Indianthusiam has
created both barriers and opportunities for Indigenous peoples with
Germans and in Germany.
Fresh Fruit, Broken Bodies - Seth Holmes 2013-05-25
"Based on five years of research in the field (including berry-picking and
traveling with migrants back and forth from Oaxaca up the West Coast),
Holmes, an anthropologist and MD in the mold of Paul Farmer and Didier
Fassin, uncovers how market forces, anti-immigrant sentiment, and
racism undermine health and health care."--From publisher description.
Identity in Narrative - Anna De Fina 2003-10-27
This volume presents both an analysis of how identities are built,
represented and negotiated in narrative, as well as a theoretical
reflection on the links between narrative discourse and identity
construction. The data for the book are Mexican immigrants' personal
experience narratives and chronicles of their border crossings into the
United States. Embracing a view of identity as a construct firmly
grounded in discourse and interaction, the author examines and
illustrates the multiple threads that connect the local expression and
negotiation of identity to the wider social contexts that frame the
experience of migration, from material conditions of life in the United
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States to mainstream discourses about race and color. The analysis
reveals how identities emerge in discourse through the interplay of
different levels of expression, from implicit adherence to narrative styles
and ways of telling, to explicit negotiation of membership categories.
Simianization - Wulf D. Hund 2015
Contents: Charles W. Mills: Bestial Inferiority. Locating Simianization
within Racism - Wulf D. Hund: Racist King Kong Fantasies. From
Shakespeare's Monster to Stalin's Ape-Man - David Livingstone Smith,
Ioana Panaitiu: Aping the Human Essence. Simianization as
Dehumanization - Silvia Sebastiani: Challenging Boundaries. Apes and
Savages in Enlightenment - Stefanie Affeldt: Exterminating the Brute.
Sexism and Racism in "King Kong" - Susan C. Townsend: The Yellow
Monkey. Simianizing the Japanese - Steve Garner: The Simianization of
the Irish. Racial Apeing and its Contexts - Kimberly Barsamian Kahn,
Phillip Atiba Goff, Jean M. McMahon: Intersections of Prejudice and
Dehumanization. Charting a Research Trajectory (Series:?Racism
Analysis - Series B: Yearbooks, Vol. 6) [Subject: Sociology, Race Studies]
Born to Run - Christopher McDougall 2011
Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara
Indians, whose techniques allow them to run long distances with ease,
and describes his training for a fifty-mile race with the tribe and a
number of ultramarathoners.
Refusing the Favor - Deena J. Gonzalez 2001-05-03
Refusing the Favor tells the little-known story of the Spanish-Mexican
women who saw their homeland become part of New Mexico. A
corrective to traditional narratives of the period, it carefully and lucidly
documents the effects of colonization, looking closely at how the women
lived both before and after the United States took control of the region.
Focusing on Santa Fe, which was long one of the largest cities west of
the Mississippi, Deena González demonstrates that women's responses to
the conquest were remarkably diverse and that their efforts to preserve
their culture were complex and long-lasting. Drawing on a range of
sources, from newspapers to wills, deeds, and court records, González
shows that the change to U.S. territorial status did little to enrich or
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empower the Spanish-Mexican inhabitants. The vast majority, in fact,
found themselves quickly impoverished, and this trend toward low-paid
labor, particularly for women, continues even today. González both
examines the long-term consequences of colonization and draws
illuminating parallels with the experiences of other minorities. Refusing
the Favor also describes how and why Spanish-Mexican women have
remained invisible in the histories of the region for so long. It avoids
casting the story as simply "bad" Euro-American migrants and "good"
local people by emphasizing the concrete details of how women lived. It
covers every aspect of their experience, from their roles as
businesswomen to the effects of intermarriage, and it provides an
essential key to the history of New Mexico. Anyone with an interest in
Western history, gender studies, Chicano/a studies, or the history of
borderlands and colonization will find the book an invaluable resource
and guide.
Encyclopedia of Gangs - Louis Kontos 2008
Examines gangs throughout the United States in over eighty entries
covering topics such as history, the wide range of communities where
gangs form, and their increasingly complex lifestyle.
Infrapolitics - Alberto Moreiras 2021-10-05
.
Hybridity, Identity, and Monstrosity in Medieval Britain - J. Cohen
2016-04-30
This study examines the monsters that haunt twelfth-century British
texts, arguing that in these strange bodies are expressed fears and
fantasies about community, identity and race during the period. Cohen
finds the origins of these monsters in a contemporary obsession with
blood, both the literal and metaphorical kind.
Rolando Hinojosa's Klail City Death Trip Series - Stephen Miller 2013
Mirroring the linguistic and cultural evolution of those living on the
Texas-Mexico border, Rolando Hinojosa's Klail City Death Trip Series
examines relations between Mexican Americans and Anglo Americans
born and raised in the fictional Rio Grande Valley town of Klail Citym
Texas. Depicting the transformation of a place and its people "from a
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sleepy agricultural and ranching backwater of Mexican and American
society and history" over a 30-year period, the series comprises fifteen
books, published between 1973 and 2006, and reflects the importance of
the growing Hispanic population in the U.S. The people of Hinojosa's
Klail City, which has been compared to William Faulkner's
Yoknapatawpha County and Gabriel García Márquez's Macondo, have
dealt with the same issues as their real-life counterparts living along the
border, including discrimination, generational change, drug violence and
the quest for women's rights. The editors of this scholarly volume assert
in their introduction that the series, with volumes in English, Spanish
and a mix of both languages, "may well be the most innovative and
complex project of literary creation ever conceived and realized by a
writer based in the United States." The eleven essays in this volume
consider both broad and specialized aspects of the Klail City Death Trip
Series. Divided into two sections, the chapters in the first half examine
the series as a whole and look at general topics such as cultural
hybridity, the individual's needs versus those of society and the influence
of Hispanic literary tradition on Hinojosa's work. The essays in the
second half explore more specific aspects, including Klail City youth
going to war, women's search for autonomy in the face of societal and
familial tradition and a comparison of Hinojosa's The Valley with Larry
McMurtry's The Last Picture Show as examples of Hispanic and Anglo
literary traditions that developed in the same region. Also included is an
interview with Rolando Hinojosa, the Ellen Clayton Garwood Professor of
Creative Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the recipient
of numerous literary awards, including the most prestigious prize in
Latin American fiction, Casa de las Américas, for the best Spanish
American novel in 1976 and the Premio Quinto Sol, the National Award
for Chicano Literature, in 1972. This collection is an essential tool for
scholars and students alike in understanding the work of Rolando
Hinojosa and the people living a bilingual, bicultural life along the TexasMexico border.
Only Approved Indians - Jack D. Forbes 1995
Seventeen short stories on life as an Indian in today's America. In An
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Incident in a Tour Among the Natives, an Indian writer is coveted by a
white woman seeking a sexual experience with a savage, while in A City
Indian Goes to School, an Indian teenager succeeds in overcoming
alcoholism.
Conversaciones escritas - Kim Potowski 2015-11-23
Deals with contemporary cultural and community topics with the help of
engaging essays Provokes further thought through questions Includes
writing activities based on the essays to help readers write in Spanish as
they take a stand on an issue Contains a minimum of two readings in
each chapter, each presenting different aspects of a particular debate on
topics
The Oxford Handbook of Indigenous American Literature - James
H. Cox 2014
The Oxford Handbook of Indigenous American Literature is the most
comprehensive and expansive critical handbook of Indigenous American
literatures published to date.
Decolonizing Philosophies of Education - Ali A. Abdi 2012-01-01
Philosophy of education basically deals with learning issues that attempt
to explain or answer what we describe as the major questions of its
domains, i.e., what education is needed, why such education, and how
would societies undertake and achieve such learning possibilities. In
different temporal and spatial intersections of people’s lives, the design
as well as the outcome of such learning program were almost entirely
indigenously produced, but later, they became perforce responsive to
externally imposed demands where, as far as the history and the
actualities of colonized populations were concerned, a cluster of dephilosophizing and de-epistemologizing educational systems were
imposed upon them. Such realities of colonial education were not
conducive to inclusive social well-being, hence the need to ascertain and
analyze new possibilities of decolonizing philosophies of education,
which this edited volume selectively aims to achieve. The book should
serve as a necessary entry point for a possible re-routing of
contemporary learning systems that are mostly of de-culturing and dehistoricizing genre. With that in mind, the recommendations contained in
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the 12 chapters should herald the potential of decolonizing philosophies
of education as liberating learning and livelihood praxes. “This collection
of critical and scholarly analyses provides an insightful and timely
resource for decolonizing philosophies of education that continue to
shape discourses, policies, curricula and practices in all levels of
educational and social institutions. It also usefully challenges versions of
postcolonial studies that fail to recognize and demystify the continuity of
colonial hegemony in contemporary societal formations in both the global
north and south.” Toh Swee-Hin, Distinguished Professor, University for
Peace, Costa Rica & Laureate, UNESCO Prize for Peace Education
(2000) “Decolonizing philosophies of education edited by Ali A. Abdi is a
collection of twelve essays by noted scholars in the field who provide
strong readings of postcolonialism in education with an emphasis on
decolonizing epistemologies. It provides a clear and comprehensive
introduction to the critical history of colonization, postcolonial studies
and the significance of education to the colonial project. This is an
important book that provides a global perspective on the existential and
epistemological escape from the colonial condition.” Michael A. Peters,
Professor, Educational Policy Studies, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
Euphemism and Dysphemism - Keith Allan 2001-06-01
Provides a study of euphemism and dysphemism in the early Dutch and
English languages
Kaplan SSAT & ISEE 2016: For Private and Independent School
Admissions - Kaplan Test Prep 2015-09-25
Every year, nearly 100,000 students take the Secondary School
Admission Test (SSAT) or the Independent School Entrance Examination
(ISEE) in order to gain admission to a top private school. Kaplan SSAT &
ISEE 2016 provides the perfect mix of strategy and review for students
looking to ace these important exams. This comprehensive study guide
provides students with all of the resources they need for test day
preparation, and gives parents advice on how to help their children
navigate what can be a daunting experience for first-time test takers.
Kaplan's SSAT & ISEE 2016 also includes: * Six full-length practice
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tests—three SSATs and three ISEEs—tailored to upper, middle, and
lower grade levels * Detailed answer explanations * Hundreds of practice
questions covering the most frequently tested material * Intensive, testspecific math and verbal workouts * Customized review sections for
important subject areas, including verbal reasoning, mathematics,
reading comprehension, and writing * Practical tips for every question
type * Proven test–taking strategies to help students score higher
Intrinsic Motivation - Edward L. Deci 2012-12-06
As I begin to write this Preface, I feel a rush of excitement. I have now
finished the book; my gestalt is coming into completion. Throughout the
months that I have been writing this, I have, indeed, been intrinsically
motivated. Now that it is finished I feel quite competent and selfdetermining (see Chapter 2). Whether or not those who read the book
will perceive me that way is also a concern of mine (an extrinsic one), but
it is a wholly separate issue from the intrinsic rewards I have been
experiencing. This book presents a theoretical perspective. It reviews an
enormous amount of research which establishes unequivocally that
intrinsic motivation exists. Also considered herein are various
approaches to the conceptualizing of intrinsic motivation. The book
concentrates on the approach which has developed out of the work of
Robert White (1959), namely, that intrinsically motivated behaviors are
ones which a person engages in so that he may feel competent and selfdetermining in relation to his environment. The book then considers the
development of intrinsic motiva tion, how behaviors are motivated
intrinsically, how they relate to and how intrinsic motivation is
extrinsically motivated behaviors, affected by extrinsic rewards and
controls. It also considers how changes in intrinsic motivation relate to
changes in attitudes, how people attribute motivation to each other, how
the attribution process is motivated, and how the process of perceiving
motivation (and other internal states) in oneself relates to perceiving
them in others.
EntreMundos/AmongWorlds - A. Keating 2016-01-26
A multidisciplinary investigation of the concepts, impact, and writings of
contemporary cultural theorist and creative writer, Gloria Anzaldua. Her
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work has challenged and expanded previous views in American Studies,
composition studies, cultural studies, ethnic studies, feminism, literary
studies, critical pedagogy, and queer theory.
Remembering the Great War in the Middle East - Hans-Lukas Kieser
2021-10-07
This book addresses the conflicts, myths, and memories that grew out of
the Great War in Ottoman Turkey, and their legacies in society and
politics. It is the third volume in a series dedicated to the combined
analysis of the Ottoman Great War and the Armenian Genocide. In
Australia and New Zealand, and even more in the post-Ottoman Middle
East, the memory of the First World War still has an immediacy that it
has long lost in Europe. For the post-Ottoman regions, the first of the two
World Wars, which ended Ottoman rule, was the formative experience.
This volume analyses this complex configuration: why these
entanglements became possible; how shared or even contradictory
memories have been constructed over the past hundred years, and how
differing historiographies have developed. Remembering the Great War
in the Middle East reaches towards a new conceptualization of the “long
last Ottoman decade” (1912-22), one that places this era and its actors
more firmly at the center, instead of on the periphery, of a history of a
Greater Europe, a history comprising – as contemporary maps did –
Europe, Russia, and the Ottoman world.
Butterfly Effect - Andy Andrews 2011-06-01
Speaker and New York Times best-selling author Andy Andrews shares a
compelling and powerful story about a decision one man made over a
hundred years ago, and the ripple effect it's had on us individually, and
nationwide, today. It's a story that will inspire courage and wisdom in the
decisions we make, as well as affect the way we treat others through our
lifetime. Andrews speaks over 100 times a year, and The Butterfly Effect
is his #1 most requested story.
Feminism, Science, and the Philosophy of Science - J. Nelson
2012-12-06
Feminism, Science, and the Philosophy of Science brings together
original essays by both feminist and mainstream philosophers of science
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that examine issues at the intersections of feminism, science, and the
philosophy of science. Contributors explore parallels and tensions
between feminist approaches to science and other approaches in the
philosophy of science and more general science studies. In so doing, they
explore notions at the heart of the philosophy of science, including the
nature of objectivity, truth, evidence, cognitive agency, scientific method,
and the relationship between science and values.
Prediction of Turbulent Flows - Geoff Hewitt 2005-06-08
By presenting current theory on flow prediction, this book addresses the
needs of experienced practitioners and researchers in fluid dynamics.
The Postcolonial Middle Ages - J. Cohen 2000-04-21
An increased awareness of the importance of minority and subjugated
voices to the histories and narratives which have previously excluded

conceptual-physics-answers-chapter-27-gabaco

them has led to a wide-spread interest in the effects of colonization and
displacement. This collection of essays is the first to apply post-colonial
theory to the Middle Ages, and to critique that theory through the
excavation of a distant past. The essays examine the establishment of
colony, empire, and nationalism in order to expose the mechanisms of
oppression through which 'aboriginal' 'native' or simply pre-existent
cultures are displaced, eradicated, or transformed.
Twentieth Century Theatre: A Sourcebook - Richard Drain
2002-09-11
A diverse selection of original texts on theatre by its most creative
practitioners - actors, writers, directors and designers. Contributors
include Jarry, Ionescu, Shaw, Brecht, Strindberg, Stanislawski, Lorca,
Brook, Soyinka, Boal, Barba.
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